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Chen Xiaobei could not help but wonder, could Wu Shanhe be the second reincarnated ancestor of all 

DAOs? 

This was a bold idea, but it was not completely without basis. 

First of all, Wu Shanhe had no background. Second, Wu Shanhe had grown up from a nobody. Third, Wu 

Shanhe was not a lowly slave. 

These three characteristics matched the characteristics of reincarnators that Chen Xiaobei and the nine 

hearts turtle ancestor had concluded. 

If only one or two of the characteristics matched, it might be a coincidence. But now, all three of the 

characteristics matched. This might not be a coincidence anymore. 

But then again, in the ancestral Saint domain, there were as many people who fit these three criteria as 

there were hairs on an ox. 

So, before he had any concrete evidence, Chen Xiaobei could not be sure. 

“Master, why are you in a daze?” 

Wu Shanhe looked at Chen Xiaobei with a puzzled expression and asked, ” “Are you thinking about 

something important?” 

“I’m fine,” 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, ” “I’m very curious, what kind of good things will be put up for 

auction today?” 

 I’m not too sure about that …  Wu Shanhe said embarrassedly, ” “Because I’m very poor, so I’ve never 

cared about the matters of the auction house.” 

Obviously, Wu Shanhe was not lying. 

Chen Xiaobei had emptied Wu Shanhe’s storage space earlier, but he did not find much energy points. 

There was almost nothing of high value. 

However, this was normal. After all, Wu Shanhe did not have the support of a family. If he had any extra 

energy or resources, he would definitely use them to cultivate and strengthen himself. Therefore, he 

could not accumulate much wealth. 

They were not like Wu Jiuhua and Wu Zhixiang, who were not only rich but could also use their family’s 

wealth in critical moments. They had never had to worry about money since they were young. 

He was really born with a golden spoon in his mouth! 

“However, the best items are usually placed at the end. If master has the patience, you can wait and 

see!” 
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“It’s a pity that Wuzhi Xiang is here. Master, you definitely can’t compete with him for the final item!” 

Wu Shanhe paused for a moment and continued. 

“You’re so sure?” Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows in displeasure. 

“Yup …” 

 Wu Jiuhua’s father is the head of the elder Council in the outer region of the East. His family is the 

richest in the outer region of the East. Other than Wu Zhixiang’s family, no one else can beat them in 

terms of wealth!  Wu Shanhe said, embarrassed. 

Chen Xiaobei frowned and asked, ” “How much can a middle-stage two-star sacred ancestor Mystic resin 

sell for?” 

 Holy … Holy ancestor black rouge!?  

Wu Shanhe was stunned for a moment and said quickly, ”  the market price of a middle-stage two-star 

sacred ancestor Mystic resin is a middle-stage five-star sacred ancestor sacred Meridian!  

“How much? Five-star?” 

Chen Xiaobei thought that he had misheard. 

“That’s right. A portion of middle-stage two-star divine ancestor Mystic resin is worth a portion of 

middle-stage five-star divine Ancestor Energy!” Wu Shanhe said with certainty. 

Chen Xiaobei was confused and quickly asked, ” “Why is there such a huge difference in levels? A whole 

three realms? This doesn’t seem to make sense …” 

“No, this is actually very reasonable!” 

“I’ll give you a simple example,” Wu Shanhe said indifferently.”Let’s say I have a portion of the mid-stage 

five-star divine ancestor’s energy, but I can’t make a breakthrough in my major realm! And if I have a 

middle-stage two-star sacred ancestor Mystic resin, I can break through a major realm!” 

“In this world where the strong preyed on the weak, cultivation realm represents everything! Therefore, 

almost everyone, including me, is willing to spend a portion of five-star divine ancestor middle-stage 

energy to buy a portion of two-star divine ancestor Mystic resin!” 

“In fact, when the Holy ancestor Mystic resin is scarce, there will be large families and forces willing to 

offer a higher price! And the current price was a relatively stable market environment. It was a publicly 

acknowledged average price! The price will fluctuate according to the location and time!” 

Wu Shanhe’s explanation was very detailed, and it immediately made Chen Xiaobei realize the high 

value of the Holy ancestor Mystic resin. 

“If I have a middle-stage two-star sacred ancestor Mystic resin, can I auction it?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“What? You … You have a share?” Wu Shanhe was shocked and looked at Chen Xiaobei in disbelief. 

Chen Xiaobei nodded. 



Chen Xiaobei did not have the Holy ancestor dark resin right now, but he had the body of the infinite 

divine ancestor in the chaotic dimension. He also had enough two star intermediate level energy of the 

Holy ancestor. With the special ability of the great saint tribe, he could reverse-produce a set of 

intermediate two star holy ancestor dark resin. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei had a bargaining chip in his hand. If he could auction it, he could get the Holy 

ancestor Mystic resin in a short time. 

“Of course it can be auctioned!” 

“Master, if you’re sure you want to sell it, I can take you to the manager of the auction house and talk to 

him. At that time, perhaps your sacred ancestor black resin will become the final auction item!” Wu 

Shanhe said excitedly. 

“There’s no rush.”  ” I’m fine.  Chen Xiaobei thought for a moment and said, ” if I sell a middle-stage two-

star sacred ancestor Mystic resin, will my wealth exceed Wu Jiuhua’s? ” 

“Sure!” 

Wu Shanhe nodded heavily and said,”the wealth of Wu Jiuhua’s family is about 500 to 1000 portions of 

early-stage five-star divine Ancestor Energy.” Once you sell a middle-stage two-star sacred ancestor 

Mystic resin, your wealth will far exceed theirs!” 

At this point, Wu Shanhe was already very excited, as if he could already imagine the scene of his hands 

cramping up while counting money. 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s face did not change at all. He said, ”  then here comes the problem. Even Wu 

Jiuhua’s family can’t take out so much energy. Who can afford my holy ancestor black resin? ” 

 this …  Wu Shanhe was dumbfounded. He was speechless. 

Just now, Wu Shanhe himself had said that the richest family in the entire eastern periphery was Wu 

Jiuhua’s family. 

However, the wealth of the Jiuhua clan was far from enough to buy a middle-stage two-star sacred 

ancestor Mystic resin. Didn’t this mean that no one in the entire outer region of the East could afford it? 

 it seems like I can’t sell the Holy ancestor Mystic resin today. I’ll have to wait until I get to the middle 

Eastern District and find a chance to sell it.  

“Yes, you’re right!” 

Wu Shanhe nodded and said,”when the time comes, you can go to the territories of the Holy Saint, Holy 

Saint, and Holy Saint to sell the Holy ancestor black resin!” That’s because in the territories of those 

three parties, Saint Emperor Mystic fats are extremely rare and can often be sold for an unexpectedly 

high price!” 

 mm, I know …  Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

“Dear guests! The auction officially begins!” 

At this moment, the auctioneer walked up to the stage. 



“Since young master Wu Jiuhua is in a hurry, the order of today’s finale auction item will be changed. It 

will be the first item to be auctioned!” Please pay close attention!” 
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4542 The expression on his face changed drastically! 

Because of Wu Jiuhua’s special privilege, the auction house actually changed the order of the auction. 

The finale item had to go on stage first. 

In an instant, everyone’s attention was focused on the auction stage. 

The auctioneer took out a bronze coffin from his storage space. 

The coffin was open. 

One could see the corpse of a middle-aged man lying in the coffin. 

In the beginning, everyone was still a little confused. Why would they take out a corpse to sell? Could it 

be that he wanted someone to buy it to refine the sacred ancestor Mystic resin? 

However, no one in the outer territories of the East knew the method to refine the sacred ancestor 

black resin. Who would buy it? 

However, as the auctioneer introduced the item, the crowd immediately understood. 

Furthermore, everyone was starting to get excited. 

“Dear guests! This is the corpse of a fully transformed Qilin!” 

“This Kirin’s cultivation base was at the mid-stage three-star divine ancestor realm when it was alive!” 

The auctioneer said in a deep voice. It could be said to be very, very rare! If I’m not mistaken, this is the 

only Qilin corpse we’ve found in the eastern periphery in the last three thousand years!” 

As the saying goes, wait for a thousand years! 

However, the corpse of a Qilin only appeared once every three thousand years! One could only imagine 

how rare it was! 

More importantly, the level of this Qilin’s corpse was very high. It had reached the middle stage of the 

three-star divine ancestor realm! It was even more rare! 

For a moment, everyone opened their eyes wide and looked carefully, as if they were admiring some 

rare treasure! 

Almost everyone present could only look at it because they could not afford it! 

At this moment, the most excited person among all of them was Wu Jiuhua! 

Because he was the only one who could afford it! 

Moreover, he was the one who needed the Qilin’s corpse the most! 
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“The heavens are helping me! The heavens are helping me! Hahaha!” 

Wu Jiuhua cheered excitedly, ” “As long as I can take down this Qilin’s corpse and refine it, my 

cultivation will break through a small realm and reach the middle stage of three star divine ancestor. At 

that time, even Wu Zhixiang will not be my opponent! I’m the final winner of this competition! Hahaha 

…” 

It was obvious that in the entire Eastern peripheral territory, the only person who could compete with 

Wu Jiuhua was Wu Zhixiang. 

But today, Wuzhi Xiang was so scared of Chen Xiaobei that he peed his pants. He would not have the 

face to attend the auction. 

In such a situation, Wu Jiuhua was certain that he could take the Qilin’s corpse. 

As long as he could obtain the Qilin’s corpse, Wu Jiuhua would be able to defeat Wu Zhixiang in terms of 

small cultivation levels. In the martial arts competition three days later, Wu Jiuhua would be able to 

suppress Wu Zhixiang and become the final winner of the outer region of the East! 

As for the other participant, Wu Shanhe, Wu Jiuhua didn’t even care about him! He just assumed that 

there was no such person as Wu Shanhe! 

“It seems! All the guests are very interested, and the bidding will be very intense later!” 

The auctioneer said politely, then announced in a clear voice, ” “The starting price of this Qilin corpse is 

one hundred portions of early five-star holy ancestor level energy!” 

“Hiss … Hiss … Hiss …” 

As soon as he said that, everyone was shocked. A series of gasps erupted in the crowd. 

100 strands of early five-star holy ancestor level energy! 

This price was an astronomical figure that everyone, including Chen Xiaobei, had never seen before! 

As expected, the entire place was completely silent. Only Wu Jiuhua still maintained his proud smile. 

“Auctioneer! There’s no need to go through the procedure, just announce the deal! Apart from me, no 

one here can afford this Qilin corpse! Hahaha …” 

Wu Jiuhua laughed smugly. His eyes swept across the entire place with contempt. There were so many 

people present, but he did not take anyone seriously. It was as if he was looking at a group of lowly ants. 

“Alright, since young master Wu Jiuhua has said so, then I announce that this Qilin’s corpse is officially 

sold!” 

The auctioneer had a smile on his face, but in his heart, he felt helpless and regretful. 

He had never expected that Wu Zhixiang would not come today. If Wu Zhixiang had come, he would 

definitely have fought to the death with Wu Jiuhua, and the transaction price would have skyrocketed! 

However, the auctioneer had no choice but to announce the deal. 



“Let’s go,” 

Chen Xiaobei stood up and prepared to leave the auction hall. 

“Yes …” 

Wu Shanhe gulped and quickly followed Chen Xiaobei. He felt that there was something wrong with 

Chen Xiaobei’s aura. It was like the calm before a storm. 

They left the auction house. 

 I’m curious. A two-star intermediate-stage holy ancestor Mystic resin is worth a five-star intermediate-

stage energy. Why is a three-star intermediate-stage holy ancestor Qilin’s body only worth 100 five-star 

beginner-stage holy ancestor Energy? ” 

 master, don’t you know?!  

Wu Shanhe said doubtfully,”at the divine ancestor realm, refining a Qilin’s corpse has a side effect. It will 

consume a huge amount of lifespan!” The divine ancestor’s cultivation is often in seclusion for several 

dark years, so lifespan is especially important!” 

“On the other hand, if you refine the sacred ancestor Mystic resin, not only will there be no side effects, 

but it will also greatly increase your lifespan after increasing your cultivation! Therefore, the best 

treasure to increase cultivation is the sacred ancestor black resin!” 

 because of this, the demand for the sacred ancestor Mystic resin is huge, but the production is very, 

very low. Naturally, the price will increase bit by bit.  

…… 

“I understand.” 

 I see!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  it seems like I made the right choice not to fight for the Qilin’s body.  

Wu Shanhe furrowed his brows and said, ” that may be true, but the Qilin’s corpse has fallen into the 

enemy’s hands. It’s a great disadvantage for us!  After all, I can only defeat an early three-star divine 

ancestor with my trump card! If I don’t advance by a small level, I won’t have any chance of winning!” 

“What are you afraid of?” 

 I’m not afraid!  Chen Xiaobei said calmly.  I can even fight an early-stage four-star divine ancestor, let 

alone an early-stage three-star One!  

“This …” 

Wu Shanhe’s face was full of surprise. He paused for a moment and said, ” “Of course you’re powerful! 

However, I can’t let you take my place in the competition …” 

“Who said you can’t?” Chen Xiaobei smiled. He already had a plan in mind. 

 can … Can you!?  Wu Shanhe stood rooted to the ground, unable to understand! 



“Let’s not talk about this. Let’s walk around.” Chen Xiaobei looked calm and relaxed, as if he was not 

worried about the martial arts competition in three days. 

“No mountains and rivers! What are you doing here?” 

At this moment, Wu Jiuhua’s voice came from behind. 

This guy had already completed the transaction and walked out with his bunch of scoundrels. 

“Young master Jiuhua …” 

Wu Shanhe suppressed the hatred in his heart, bowed slightly, and said, ” “I was just taking my friend 

around and happened to pass by here.” 

“Your friend?” Wu Jiuhua narrowed his eyes at Chen Xiaobei. Suddenly, his expression changed and his 

pupils constricted! 
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 “Yes … Yes, this is my friend. Young master Jiuhua, do you feel anything wrong? Why do you have that 

expression?” 

Wu Shanhe immediately became nervous. 

He could not understand why Wu Jiuhua’s expression changed so suddenly. Could it be that he knew 

Chen Xiaobei before? 

Even Chen Xiaobei was confused. 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei and Wu Jiuhua had never interacted before. But now, Wu Jiuhua’s 

expression seemed to suggest that they knew each other, and that he was a little afraid of Chen Xiaobei. 

This was very, very strange! 

There must be a demon behind this! 

Out of caution, Chen Xiaobei had to get to the bottom of things, or else there would be a huge hidden 

danger. 

“There’s … There’s nothing wrong!” 

Wu Jiuhua’s eyes turned and he quickly smiled. 

He said enthusiastically,”I feel that this young master is handsome and has an extraordinary appearance. 

His cultivation is also extraordinary. I really want to make friends with this young master!” If young 

master doesn’t mind, why don’t you find a place to sit down and have an exchange? we can deepen our 

relationship and become one family in the future!” 

 this …  Wu Shanhe was stunned. He did not expect Wu Jiuhua to have such a good first impression of 

Chen Xiaobei. 

However, Chen Xiaobei could see that there was something wrong behind this. 
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In order to find out the truth, Chen Xiaobei agreed to his request. 

“Sure! I would also like to befriend young master Jiuhua!” Chen Xiaobei nodded and gave her a friendly 

smile. 

“Then, please!” Wu Jiuhua composed himself and stepped forward to lead the way. 

Before he left, Wu Jiuhua had even specially dismissed all of his scoundrels and scoundrels, not allowing 

them to continue following him. 

From this, it could be seen that Wu Jiuhua’s actions were definitely not something to be seen. 

In fact, even these scoundrels who had followed him for years could not know the truth. 

…… 

After some time, Wu Jiuhua brought Chen Xiaobei and Wu Shanhe to a remote house. 

This mansion was very luxurious. Although it was in a remote location, it was very quiet and elegant, 

very suitable for seclusion. 

Of course, it was also very suitable for doing shameful things! 

“Bang!” 

As soon as the three of them stepped into the house, the gate immediately closed automatically. 

“Whoosh …” 

Immediately after, there was a burst of intense energy fluctuations, triggering a sealing array that 

enveloped the entire Manor. 

“Young master Jiuhua? What are you doing?” 

Wu Shanhe’s face instantly turned pale with fright, and his entire being became nervous! 

This was because Wu Shanhe could tell that the formation that enveloped the house was a space sealing 

formation unique to the No saint tribe. It should have been personally set up by Wu Jiuhua’s father, and 

its level had reached the peak of four-star divine ancestor! 

There was no way Chen Xiaobei could break a seal of this level. 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei and Wu Shanhe had been locked up in an indestructible cage. 

As for what would happen after that, Wu Shanhe didn’t dare to imagine it, let alone estimate it. 

“What am I doing?” 

Wu Jiuhua laughed hideously,”can’t you tell?” Of course I’m going to attack you! Hahaha …” 

“Why … Why did you attack? Did we offend you in any way?” Wu Shanhe’s brows were deeply 

furrowed, and he looked very nervous and afraid. 

“Of course you guys didn’t offend me!” 



 of course not!  Wu Jiuhua laughed coldly.  but this Childe Chen is someone the sky-burier sacred clan 

has put a huge bounty on. If I can capture this Childe Chen, I’ll be able to exchange him for a huge 

fortune!  

As soon as he said that, he got the answer to the questions he had just now. 

Earlier, Wu Jiuhua’s expression changed when he saw Chen Xiaobei because he had colluded with the 

sky-burier sacred clan and had read all the information about Chen Xiaobei. 

In addition, the reason why Wu Jiuhua had sent his friends away and come to this remote house was 

that he didn’t want others to know that he had colluded with the sky burial Yuan sacred clan. 

After all, the Wu Saint tribe and the yuan Saint tribe were allies on the surface. It was absolutely not 

allowed for a Wu Saint tribe to collude with the sky burial Yuan Saint tribe. 

However, Wu Jiuhua would never have imagined that he was just a chess piece that could be abandoned 

at any time in the eyes of the sky burial Yuan sacred clan. 

As Wu Shanhe was easier to control, the sky burying Yuan sacred clan had even planned to use Wu 

Shanhe to kill Wu Jiuhua at the martial arts competition three days later. 

This was the sky burial Yuan sacred clan’s double scheme! 

On one hand, he wanted to get rid of Wu Jiuhua, the so-called genius, and cut out the hidden dangers in 

the future. 

On the other hand, Wu Jiuhua’s death would definitely infuriate the head of the elder Council in the 

outer region of the East. When that happened, the entire outer region of the East would be in turmoil. 

While the head of the elder Council was in a state of turmoil, the sky burial Yuan sacred clan would have 

the opportunity to carry out an even bigger operation! 

Of course, this operation had not been revealed yet, so Chen Xiaobei had no idea. 

In short, this was all part of the sky burial Yuan sacred clan’s plan. If everything went smoothly, they 

would be the biggest winner behind this whole incident! 

“If that’s the case, then there’s no need for any more nonsense!” 

Chen Xiaobei had already guessed that this matter was not as simple as it seemed. Since Wu Jiuhua had 

revealed his trump card, a battle was inevitable. There was no need to waste any more time. 

“Hehe, are you in such a hurry to die?” 

Wu Jiuhua laughed sinisterly. His eyes were full of contempt, and his tone was extremely disdainful. 

“I’ve already seen through your cultivation base,” he said coldly.”You’re a peak two-star divine ancestor! 

And my cultivation base is at the early stage of three star divine ancestor! If I hadn’t said those two lines 

of nonsense, you would have been a corpse by now!” 

The reason why Wu Jiuhua dared to invite Chen Xiaobei alone was because he was confident that he 

would win. 



After all, there was a huge gap between them! 

At the level of the divine ancestor, Wu Jiuhua had never heard of anyone who could fight above their 

realm. 

Therefore, Wu Jiuhua thought that victory was in his hands. He could take down Chen Xiaobei with a 

snap of his fingers. 

 master … What … What should we do now?!  Wu Shanhe’s entire being was filled with anxiety and fear. 

It wasn’t just because Wu Jiuhua’s cultivation level was higher, but mainly because of the array that 

enveloped the house! 

If Wu Jiuhua did not take the initiative to remove the formation, even if Chen Xiaobei defeated Wu 

Jiuhua, he would not be able to leave the formation. Wu Jiuhua’s father would find out sooner or later, 

and by then, Chen Xiaobei would be dead for sure! 

At the thought of this, Wu Shanhe became extremely nervous, and even felt a deep sense of despair. 

“Kneel down!” 

However, Chen Xiaobei was not afraid at all. He let out a low growl, and a terrifying aura burst out from 

his body, enveloping the entire space. 
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4544 Major Association! 

“Oh my …” 

Wu Jiuhua suddenly shrieked, his pupils contracting uncontrollably, and his body trembled violently. 

At this moment, Wu Jiuhua could clearly feel a terrifying pressure. It was as if the sky was falling and the 

earth was collapsing, crashing into his heart! 

He felt as if he had been pounced on by an ancient demonic beast. His throat was crushed by its fangs, 

and he could no longer breathe. His heart was torn apart by its sharp claws, and it had completely 

stopped beating! 

This extreme terror caused Wu Jiuhua’s state of mind to collapse and his spirit to collapse almost 

instantly. 

“Plop …” 

Wu Jiuhua knelt down in front of Chen Xiaobei without any resistance or nonsense. 

It was as if they had heard an irresistible order and did not dare to disobey or neglect it. 

“It’s … It’s terrifying …” 

At the same time, even Wu Shanhe, who was standing behind Chen Xiaobei, could not help but gasp. His 

face changed, his heart was beating wildly, his breath was short, and his heart was trembling. 
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“The divine path of the soul, soul-seizing heart!” 

Chen Xiaobei immediately activated his divine path ability. 

As the spiritual light of the special ability was injected into Wu Jiuhua’s body, his soul felt as if it had 

been pierced through by a holy sword that could swallow the world with devastating power! 

For a moment, Wu Jiuhua’s mind was filled with an extreme shock, extreme deterrence, and extreme 

fear! 

He saw a Supreme ancestor that was above the Supreme Saint ancestor! He could destroy everything 

with a snap of his fingers, including the nine Supreme Holy ancestors! Of course, this included Wu 

Jiuhua! 

This illusion was so real that it left an indelible shadow in Wu Shanhe’s heart! 

His state of mind was shaken, his spirit was intimidated, and his soul was covered by this shadow 

forever! 

Unless Wu Jiuhua’s state of mind was stronger than Chen Xiaobei’s, he would never be able to walk out 

of the shadow that Chen Xiaobei had left on him! 

“Master …” 

Wu Jiuhua knelt on the ground, trembling and trembling. He was like an extremely frightened stray dog, 

and his whole body was soaked in cold sweat. 

 whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh …  

Chen Xiaobei did not waste any more time with Wu Jiuhua. He took action and rewarded him with a 

four-piece deprivation equipment set! 

The first was to take away his communication rune. 

The second one was to take away his storage space. 

The third was to strip him of his Saint Soul. 

The fourth was to strip him of his lifespan. 

[ding Yingying’s cultivation base: two-star divine ancestor peak stage. Lifespan: 150000 underworld 

years! (Zero points are ignored) 

Because Wu Jiuhua’s cultivation had reached the three-star divine ancestor realm, his lifespan was much 

longer than he had imagined! There were actually one hundred thousand underworld years! It was all 

Chen Xiaobei’s fault! 

At the same time, Wu Jiuhua’s saintly soul and saintly world had also upgraded Chen Xiaobei’s saintly 

soul abilities and saintly soul world to three-star divine ancestor level. 

After upgrading his divine soul ability, Chen Xiaobei could now use a three-star divine ancestor’s ability! 



More importantly, with the help of the heart origin ability of a three-star divine ancestor, as long as 

Chen Xiaobei did not use any ability that was more powerful than a peak three-star divine ancestor, his 

mental power would be almost inexhaustible! 

Besides, once the beixuan divine soul realm reached the three-star divine ancestor level, it would be 

able to provide Chen Xiaobei with a portion of three-star divine ancestor’s energy every day. It would be 

a great feeling! 

Then, Chen Xiaobei started to check Wu Jiuhua’s inventory. 

“Whoosh …” 

With a thought, Chen Xiaobei was able to see the exact situation of the inventory. 

The first was the energy. Since he had just bought the Qilin’s body, Wu Jiuhua did not have much energy 

left. It was just a little change, but it was better than nothing. Chen Xiaobei kept it for now! 

Then, Chen Xiaobei took the Qilin’s body that Wu Jiuhua had just bought. It was worth 100 portions of 

five star divine ancestor’s energy! 

“Should I refine this Qilin’s corpse?” 

Chen Xiaobei was a little hesitant. 

On one hand, Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation was already at the peak of two-star divine ancestor. If he 

refined the Qilin’s body, he would be able to break through to the three-star divine ancestor realm. 

On the other hand, Wu Shanhe had reminded Chen Xiaobei that when he reached the Holy ancestor 

level, or to refine the Holy ancestor level Qilin’s body, he would have to burn a lot of his lifespan. 

So, Chen Xiaobei was a little hesitant. 

 forget it, let’s not refine it for now. It’s not easy for me to accumulate a little lifespan. Moreover, I can 

fight above my level now, so there’s not much meaning in breaking through a large realm!  

Chen Xiaobei calmly calculated and said, ” “It’s better to wait and see. If I can get some sacred ancestor 

black resin, I can save a huge amount of lifespan. There’s no need to be too anxious and waste my 

lifespan! Why waste the Qilin’s corpse?” 

Chen Xiaobei had saved his life so that he could use the nine ancestral Saints transformation. He could 

sell the Qilin’s corpse for money. 

With his current lifespan, Chen Xiaobei could stay in the three-star divine ancestor realm for a long time. 

Therefore, there was no need for Chen Xiaobei to break through to the next realm. 

It was better to save his lifespan to fight and sell the Qilin’s corpse for money. 

One hundred portions of early five-star sacred ancestor level energy! To Chen Xiaobei, this was an 

astronomical figure that could make him rich instantly! 

Once he had figured this out, Chen Xiaobei continued to check Wu Jiuhua’s inventory. 



This guy was truly worthy of being the first and second generation ancestor of the eastern outer region. 

He could be said to be extremely rich! 

There were a large number of rare treasures in this storage space. Not only were they rare, but their 

grades were also very high. Almost all of them were one star divine ancestor level and above, and the 

highest grade was late three star divine ancestor level. 

If he sold all these things, he would be able to make a fortune. 

“Hmm … This pill …” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei found a very familiar pill among the treasures. 

“This is the great sun heart seizing pill!” 

 what?!  Chen Xiaobei asked, ” how did the things in the Holy ancestral ancient battlefield end up in your 

inventory?!  

“Master …” 

Wu Jiuhua humbly explained, ”  the sacred ancestral ancient battlefield was originally under the control 

of the elder compound in the outer region of the East. Those who want to leave the sacred ancestral 

ancient battlefield must offer something!  

“Since my father is the head of the elder Council in the outer region of the East, he would let me pick 

first whenever there’s something good …” 

 because of this, most of the treasures in my storage space came from the sacred ancestor ancient 

battlefield!  

Chen Xiaobei immediately understood what was going on! 

No wonder Wu Jiuhua’s storage space had so many rare treasures. It turned out that they were all 

plundered from the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield. 

Chen Xiaobei’s face changed as he thought of something even more important! 
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4545 Borrowing an item! 

There was no mistake! 

Chen Xiaobei’s thoughts were related to the sky-burier sacred clan! 

“You’re secretly colluding with the sky burying Yuan sacred clan, right?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Yes, I am!” 

Wu Jiuhua nodded.  I know one of their Tier 5 elders. We have a very good relationship. We often 

exchange what we need!  

“A good relationship?” 
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 you …  Chen Xiaobei asked, ” did you know that the sky-burier sacred clan secretly gave Wu Shanhe a 

three-star divine ancestor level trump card to kill you in the martial arts tournament?!  

“What? This … How is this possible?” 

Wu Jiuhua was dumbfounded. His pupils shrank, and he said in disbelief, ” “Master, are you mistaken? 

Or did he hear false information from somewhere? The sky burying Yuan sacred clan has always wanted 

to form an alliance with my father through me. If you kill me, Won’t You Be completely breaking off your 

relationship with my father?” 

“Then take a look at what this is!” 

Chen Xiaobei took out a talisman that looked like chalcedony and was glowing with a golden-red holy 

light. 

“Eh? Isn’t this the great Scarlet Saint sky talisman that only the head of the middle-ranking elder 

compound in the Eastern Region has?” 

Wu Jiuhua recognized the talisman at a glance. 

Then, he frowned and said,”however, as the cultivation of the eastern mid-level Dean increased, the 

level of this talisman is too low, so he has stopped using it.” I haven’t seen one in the market for a long 

time.” 

Chen Xiaobei and Wu Shanhe exchanged a look. 

 I didn’t expect the sky burying Yuan sacred clan to even scheme against the Dean of the eastern mid-

level Elder Council!  Wu Shanhe exclaimed. 

“What’s so strange about that?” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “At our level, we probably only know this much! However, in fact, on a higher level, 

the sky burying Yuan sacred clan has probably already schemed against the entire no-Saint tribe!” 

 master … What’s going on?!  Wu Jiuhua did not understand what Chen Xiaobei meant. Or rather, Wu 

Jiuhua still didn’t believe that the sky burying Yuan sacred clan would plot against him. 

“This talisman was given to Wu Shan He by the sky-burier sacred clan!” Chen Xiaobei said. I gave you a 

total of two, one to kill you and one to kill Wuzhi Xiang!” 

“This …” 

Wu Jiuhua stood rooted to the ground, his face blank. 

Fortunately, Wu Jiuhua was not too stupid and finally understood. 

He exclaimed,”I understand now!!!” The sky burial Yuan sacred clan was trying to sow discord! You’ve 

caused my and Wu Zhi Xiang’s families to become mortal enemies with the head of the middle Eastern 

elder compound! At that time, the outer and middle levels of the East would be in chaos! The sky burial 

Yuan sacred clan will then have the opportunity to do what they really want to do!” 

 but …  Wu Shanhe was puzzled, ” “What exactly is the sky burial Yuan sacred clan trying to do?” 



Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were sharp, as if he had seen through everything.   I’m guessing that they want to 

take advantage of the chaos to seize control of the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield!  

 how … How is this possible?!  Wu Jiuhua and Wu Shanhe were both stunned and puzzled. 

“Think about it carefully. The sky burying Yuan sacred clan’s scheme is centered around the eastern 

periphery! If Wu Jiuhua and Wu Zhixiang’s families focused their energy on taking revenge on the 

middle-ranked Deans in the East, then the outer region of the East would be empty! The sky burying 

Yuan sacred clan is taking advantage of the situation to enter the eastern periphery!” 

 of course!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” the most valuable thing in the outer eastern area is undoubtedly the 

Holy ancestor ancient battlefield!  

Wu Jiuhua and Wu Shanhe came to a sudden realization and said, ” “What master said makes sense! 

The Holy ancestor ancient battlefield is indeed the most alluring piece of fat meat!” 

Obviously, although there were no powerful Holy ancestors in the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield, 

there were still many secrets and opportunities that had yet to be explored. 

It wasn’t just the sky burial Yuan sacred clan. All the Supreme sacred ancestor clans were probably 

coveting the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield. 

However, it was widely believed that the ancient battlefield of the Holy ancestor was controlled by the 

great divine Supreme divine ancestor. Therefore, the Supreme divine ancestor clans only dared to think 

about it and did not dare to actually take action. 

On the other hand, the sky burial Yuan sacred clan had obviously colluded with an important figure of 

the No-Saint tribe in secret and found out that the actual control of the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield 

was in the hands of the No-Saint tribe. Hence, they had begun to plot against the No-Saint tribe. 

This analysis was reasonable and logical. If there were no accidents, it would definitely be like this. 

“What should we do next?” Wu Jiuhua asked. 

Wu Shanhe was also looking at Chen Xiaobei. Things had developed to a point where they could not 

predict or control it. They had to rely on Chen Xiaobei to plan and plot every step they took. 

“Wu Jiuhua, I want to borrow something from you!” 

 this thing is very special! You can’t return it after you borrow it!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

 master? ” Wu Jiuhua asked with a face full of doubt.  master has already taken everything from me. I 

wonder what else I can lend master!?  

“Your life!” Chen Xiaobei’s tone was cold and overbearing. 

It was obvious that he was not asking for Wu Jiuhua’s opinion, but was directly informing him. 

“Hiss …” 

Wu Jiuhua gasped. His expression changed drastically, and his scalp went numb. He froze on the spot. 

Even Wu Shanhe was stunned. 



He did not expect that the thing Chen Xiaobei wanted to borrow was Wu Jiuhua’s life! 

However, after thinking about it carefully, this was not strange. 

Earlier, Wu Jiuhua had wanted to capture Chen Xiaobei and offer him to the sky burial origin sacred clan. 

This had already made Chen Xiaobei an enemy that would not rest until one of them died. 

Although Chen Xiaobei had chosen to take control of Wu Jiuhua, Wu Jiuhua’s life was in Chen Xiaobei’s 

hands from the beginning. He could kill him at any time! 

This was what Wu Jiuhua owed Chen Xiaobei. 

It was only right for Chen Xiaobei to take it. 

“I’m just master’s Lackey. If master wants my life, he can take it at any time …” 

Wu Jiuhua knelt on the ground, reverent and humble like a dog. 

There was no mistake! 

This was the domineering aspect of the mind Soul snatching technique! 

Once he was controlled, he would be 100% loyal to Chen Xiaobei. Even if Chen Xiaobei wanted his life, 

he would not even frown! 

 well, get up first and go home by yourself. I’ll see you at the martial arts competition in three days!  

Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Yes, sir …” 

Wu Jiuhua took a deep breath and stood up. He removed the sealing array that enveloped the house 

and walked out. 

“Master, what are you planning to do?” 

Wu Shanhe stood rooted to the ground, a complicated expression on his face. 

On one hand, Chen Xiaobei wanted Wu Jiuhua’s life, which was equivalent to avenging Wu Shanhe’s 

father’s death. This made Wu Shanhe very excited and surprised. 

On the other hand, Wu Shanhe was also afraid that Chen Xiaobei would take his life at any time. 

Therefore, Wu Shanhe was eager to know what Chen Xiaobei was planning to do. 
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4546 Making money from the enemy! 

 I’ll set the bait and fish. You just have to listen to my arrangements.  

Chen Xiaobei did not give a detailed explanation. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei and Wu Shanhe also left the house. 
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 there are still three days before the martial arts competition. I might as well find a place to sell the 

Qilin’s corpse and the Holy ancestor black resin!  

Chen Xiaobei did not want to waste three days of his time. He immediately came up with a plan. 

After all, energy was something that Chen Xiaobei was very interested in. 

The Qilin’s body and the Holy ancestor Mystic resin could be sold at a sky-high price. If he succeeded, it 

would be an astronomical amount of wealth for Chen Xiaobei. 

 en, if I want to sell these two items, the best choice would be to go to the Supreme sacred tribe, the 

sacred Shi tribe, and the sacred life tribe. These three Supreme sacred ancestor clans!  

“As the second group of Supreme divine ancestor clans, their financial resources are very secure!” Wu 

Shanhe said. However, in their territory, the sacred ancestor black resin and the Qilin corpse are 

especially scarce, so it’s very easy to sell them for a price higher than the market price!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and asked, ”  are any of the sky burying Yuan sacred clan’s allies among the three 

clans? ” 

“There are!” 

Wu Shanhe said,”the first Sage Tribe is the sky burying Yuan sacred tribe’s ally!” The Holy life tribe was a 

neutral party, and on the surface, they didn’t seem to have any allies! On the other hand, the Supreme 

Saint tribe and the yuan Saint tribe are close allies, so it’s still relatively balanced!” 

 en, then let’s go to the territory of the Holy Shi clan!  Chen Xiaobei made his decision. 

“What?” 

Wu Shanhe was stunned for a moment, and asked with a puzzled face, ” “Master, did you hear wrong? I 

just said that the Holy Shi clan is a close ally of the sky burying sacred clan! How can we go to their 

territory?” 

 I’m going there to sell things. If I’m going to make money, I’m going to make money from my enemies!  

Chen Xiaobei said. 

 you’re right, but it’ll be very, very dangerous for us to go directly into the enemy’s territory!  

Wu Shanhe frowned and said, ” did you forget? your information has been spread by the sky burial Yuan 

sacred clan!!  If he rashly headed to the territory of the Holy Shi clan, he would definitely attract 

countless powerful enemies! The consequences will be unimaginable!” 

It was obvious that Wu Shanhe’s worry was not without reason. 

If Wu Jiuhua could recognize Chen Xiaobei in the territory of the No saint tribe, Chen Xiaobei’s wanted 

posters would probably be all over the streets if he went to the territory of the first Saint tribe. 

Going there rashly would be no different from walking right into a trap! Digging his own grave! 

“Are you stupid?” 



However, Chen Xiaobei already had his own plans. He said calmly, ” “When I go to the territory of the 

Holy Shi clan, I naturally won’t show my true self! I wouldn’t have provoked the people who are after 

me!” 

“This …” 

Wu Shanhe’s expression was slightly startled, but he was still a little worried.   however, the No saint 

tribe is an ally of the yuan Sage Tribe. The territory of the Holy Shi tribe is off-limits to our tribe 

members. This means that I can not bring you there …  

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ”  then don’t go. I can handle it by myself. You’ll only be a burden!  

 I …  Wu Shanhe was a little depressed. 

She was a one star divine ancestor peak elder, but in Chen Xiaobei’s words, she was just a burden. 

However, as depressed as he was, Wu Shanhe did not dare to have the slightest bit of dissatisfaction. 

After all, compared to Chen Xiaobei, Wu Shanhe was as weak as a speck of dust. 

If they were to encounter a strong enemy, Chen Xiaobei would have to split his attention to protect Wu 

Shanhe. 

If this wasn’t a burden, then what was it? 

“Alright, go home and do what you need to do. Don’t let the enemy see through you! I’ll be back in 

three days!” 

Chen Xiaobei left the scene after giving his last instructions. 

“Whoosh …” 

When there was no one else around, Chen Xiaobei let the origin Dao divine ancestor out. 

Now that the chaos Blood Sword had taken over the origin Dao divine ancestor’s body, he was a puppet 

that Chen Xiaobei could control perfectly. 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei transformed into his purple Qi Dharmakaya and hid in the hair on the divine 

ancestor’s head. This way, he would not be discovered. 

The yuan Dao divine ancestor was an eighth-rank elder of the sky burial Yuan sacred clan, so he would 

not be obstructed when he went to the territory of his close ally. He would even receive very high-

standard treatment. 

Chi … Pichi …  

Following the location in the origin Dao divine ancestor’s memory, Chen Xiaobei stepped into the void 

and headed to the Holy Shi tribe’s territory. 

As expected, an origin Dao divine ancestor could enter the territory of the Holy Shi tribe without any 

obstructions. 



Chen Xiaobei went straight to the Western Middle section of the Holy Shi tribe. 

The major forces in this area were much stronger than those in the outer regions. At the same time, 

they were also much richer! 

Wu Jiuhua’s family couldn’t even be considered a third-rate force in this area! 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei’s Qilin corpse and holy ancestor Mystic resin would fetch a good price 

here! 

Getting rich overnight was not a dream! 

…… 

Then, Chen Xiaobei followed the origin Dao divine ancestor’s memory and went to the auction. 

“Stop! What do you do?” 

As soon as he reached the place, Chen Xiaobei was stopped by two young men who were guarding the 

door. 

The two of them were merely five star Saint Kings, but they were extremely arrogant. 

They raised their chins and squinted their eyes, looking down on Chen Xiaobei as if they were superior 

to him! 

From small to big, one could see the big picture. The owner of this auction house was definitely a top 

figure in the middle level of the Western Region of the Holy Shi tribe. Even his two guard dogs were so 

arrogant! 

“I’m here to sell something.” 

Chen Xiaobei said calmly as he controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor. 

“Selling things?” 

The two young men looked at the origin Dao divine ancestor from the corner of their eyes. Seeing that 

he was dressed rather luxuriously, they asked casually, ” “What are you selling?” 

Chen Xiaobei could be persuaded by reason but not cowed by force. The attitude of these two guys was 

really annoying. 

Chen Xiaobei ignored them and controlled the divine ancestor.  “It’s not up to you two to ask what I 

want to sell! Call the manager over!” 

“What?” 

When the two young men heard this, their faces were filled with anger. 

He cursed,”where did this country bumpkin come from?!” You don’t know anything and you dare to act 

tough here! The great master of our auction house is a fifth-ranked elder of the Western Middle-ranking 

elder compound! How can you just see her whenever you want?” 



A mid-tier rank five elder! It was three levels higher than the origin Dao divine ancestor! Moreover, the 

area they were in was of a higher level! 

No wonder these two guard dogs were so arrogant and overbearing! 

 what happened?!  

However, at that moment, a middle-aged man appeared not far away. 

He looked at the origin Dao divine ancestor, and in the next moment, his expression changed drastically 

as he rushed over! 
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4547 Things have changed! 

 greetings, chief!!!  

Before the middle-aged man could run over, the two watchdogs had already knelt on the ground, their 

foreheads pressed against the ground, not daring to raise their heads at all. 

Who dared to think about it! 

This middle-aged man who had rushed over in a hurry! It was actually the big boss of the auction house! 

He was a rank five elder of the Western Middle class of the Holy Shi clan! 

Even if he couldn’t control the sky with one hand in the middle region of the Western Region of the Holy 

Shi clan, he could basically get whatever he wanted! 

However, such an important figure’s expression changed drastically when he saw the origin Dao divine 

ancestor. He even disregarded his status and ran over! 

This scene was truly inconceivable! He could not understand! 

“Brother Yuan Dao! Why are you here?” 

The middle-aged man ran over and looked at the origin Dao divine ancestor excitedly. More importantly, 

his tone was filled with respect! 

Those who didn’t know better would think that the origin Dao divine ancestor was this middle-aged 

man’s superior! 

“Oh my …” 

The two guard dogs were so frightened that they took in a deep breath and trembled uncontrollably. 

“First sacrifice to the sacred ancestor.” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded politely at the origin divine ancestor. 

From the divine ancestor’s memory, Chen Xiaobei learned the honorific name of the middle-aged man in 

front of him, as well as his cultivation level. 
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This guy was actually an early five-star divine ancestor! 

This strength could be said to be super terrifying! 

With a snap of his fingers, he could annihilate Chen Xiaobei and the divine ancestor of origin Dao! 

However, this first sacrificer sacred ancestor had always been very polite to the origin Dao sacred 

ancestor! 

After all, the sky burying Yuan sacred clan was the strongest race among the Supreme sacred ancestor 

races, while the Holy Shi race was only the second strongest race! 

Whether one’s back was strong or not, it mainly depended on whether the backer was strong or not! 

The origin Dao divine ancestor was backed by the sky burial sacred clan. Even though his cultivation level 

was much lower than the sacred ancestor priestess, his actual status was equal to or even slightly higher 

than the sacred ancestor priestess! 

“You two pieces of trash! Did I offend you! brother primordial Dao!” 

The first sacrifice sacred ancestor was very good at reading people’s expressions. When he saw the 

origin Dao sacred ancestor’s displeased expression and the two trembling people kneeling on the 

ground, he had already guessed the general situation. 

 spare us … Chief, spare us … It’s all our fault for being blind … It’s all our fault …  

In an instant, the two watchdogs began to beg for mercy hysterically, and at the same time, they 

kowtowed desperately. 

However, before they could finish their words, their voices stopped abruptly. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Sacred ancestor first sacrifice’s eyes narrowed, and his eyes suddenly spewed out violent flames of the 

Holy way. 

In the blink of an eye, the two watchdogs were turned into ashes, leaving no trace behind! 

It was obvious that this first offering to the sacred ancestor was a ruthless person! 

Brutal! Vicious! He treated human lives like grass! 

Turning his head, first sacrifice said with a smile, ” “Old brother Yuan Dao, don’t just stand there! If 

there’s anything, let’s talk inside!” 

 mm …  Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor, nodded, and followed the priestess into 

the auction. 

They went to an extremely luxurious study room. Shi Ji invited the origin Dao divine ancestor to sit on 

the main seat. 

He even personally poured tea for the origin Dao divine ancestor 

From this, it could be seen how important it was to have a mountain behind your back. 



If the Holy primogenitor tribe was also a top-tier divine ancestor tribe, the status of the Holy 

primogenitor tribe would definitely be far above that of the origin Dao divine ancestor. The origin Dao 

divine ancestor might not even be worthy of carrying the Holy primogenitor tribe’s shoes! 

However, the Holy Shi clan was far behind the sky burying Yuan sacred clan. Therefore, even someone 

as powerful as the Holy ancestor first sacrifice could only obediently serve Tiandao tea! 

“We’re old acquaintances, so I won’t beat around the bush.” 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and said, ”  I’ve obtained the corpse of a three-

star divine ancestor middle-stage Qilin and a complete two-star divine ancestor middle-stage divine 

Emperor Mystic resin. I want to auction them here. Please arrange it for me!  

“This …” 

The Holy ancestor first sacrifice was stunned for a moment, and his face was filled with surprise.”Be 

good! It was incredible! Brother, you can actually get such a rare resource! Don’t worry, I’ll definitely 

make the arrangements for you. I’m sure you’ll get a good price!” 

“I’m in a hurry. You have to do it as soon as possible!” Chen Xiaobei said, controlling the origin Dao 

divine ancestor. 

 we’re in a hurry …  sacred ancestor first sacrifice frowned.”If I want to sell it for a good price, I have to 

release the news and let the buyer raise the money. It may be difficult to speed up the time …” 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the divine ancestor and said, ”  get it done in three days. I can give you a 

discount on the price!  

“Oh?” 

The first sacred ancestor looked surprised and said with a smile, ” “If we can compromise on the price, 

then it’ll be easy!” 

“What do you plan to do?” Chen Xiaobei asked the origin Dao divine ancestor. 

 I’ll buy it for you. I can give you the energy points today, so you don’t have to wait!  

 the market price of a second-star divine ancestor middle-stage divine ancestor Mystic resin is a fifth-

star divine ancestor middle-stage energy. The market price of a third-star divine ancestor middle-stage 

Qilin corpse is a hundred fifth-star divine ancestor early-stage energy!  the first sacred ancestor said. 

“I’ll pack these two things up and take them. I’ll give you a total of two portions of the middle-stage five-

star divine ancestor’s energy! Do you think this price is okay? If you can, we can trade now! There’s no 

need to wait three days!” 

Chen Xiaobei was a little surprised. 

He knew that he could sell it for a higher price in the territory of the Holy Shi clan. 

He really didn’t expect that it could be sold for such a high price. 



Two portions of mid-stage five-star divine ancestor’s energy was equivalent to a trillion portions of 

early-stage five-star divine ancestor’s energy. To Chen Xiaobei, it was an astronomical figure. 

Just thinking about it made him feel great. 

For a long time to come, Chen Xiaobei would not have to worry about running out of energy. 

“Good! We’ll go with this price, deal!” 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and made the final decision. 

 brother, please wait a moment. I’ll go and retrieve the energy. I’ll have to return to my family to 

retrieve such a large amount!  

“Why don’t you come home with me, brother? I’ll hold a family banquet tonight to welcome you back!” 

“There’s no need for a family banquet! I’ll be waiting for you here!” Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin 

Dao divine ancestor and said, ” “I’m in a hurry. I might have to leave this place after the deal!” 

“Alright then! Elder brother, please wait a moment!” The first sacred ancestor nodded and left. 

Chen Xiaobei returned to the chaotic space and took out divine ancestor Amitabha’s body and a portion 

of two-star divine ancestor mid-stage energy. 

Then, with the help of the great saint orb, he activated the endless great Dao of origin. 

He successfully derived a set of two star divine ancestor middle-stage divine ancestor Mystic resin. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei waited in the study for the sacred ancestor’s priestess to return. 

However, after waiting for a long time, there was still no sign of the first sacred ancestor, nor did he 

send anyone to deliver a message. 

 could it be that there’s a change in the situation!!  Chen Xiaobei suddenly became nervous. 
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After all, this was the enemy’s territory, and the origin Dao divine ancestor’s identity was a bit special. 

If there were any changes, it would be a problem for Chen Xiaobei. 

“Old brother Yuandao! I’m really sorry for making you wait!” 

Just as Chen Xiaobei was thinking about this, the first offering to the sacred ancestor finally returned. 

“Why did you take so long?” 

Chen Xiaobei asked the origin Dao divine ancestor. 

 Oh, this is not a small amount. After I return to the family, I still have to report to the family head and 

obtain his approval before I can use so much power.  

The first sacred ancestor explained with a smile. His reason was quite reasonable. 
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However, Chen Xiaobei had a feeling that there was something fishy about this first sacrificer of the 

sacred ancestor, or that he was hiding something. 

“Then let’s trade directly.” Chen Xiaobei said, controlling the origin Dao divine ancestor. 

“Alright!” The first sacrifice divine ancestor didn’t say anything and transferred the energy in his hand 

into the yuan Dao divine ancestor’s storage space. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei took control of the origin Dao divine ancestor and took out the Qilin’s body and 

the Saint ancestor Mystic resin. He handed it over to the sacred ancestor priestess. 

With that, the deal was complete. 

 alright, I’m in a hurry. I’ll take my leave first.  Chen Xiaobei said calmly as he controlled the origin Dao 

divine ancestor. 

“Brother Yuan Dao, please wait!” 

First sacrifice put away the Qilin’s body and the sacred ancestor black fat and then hurriedly said,”I still 

have a very important matter to discuss with you!” 

“What is it?” Chen Xiaobei immediately became alert. 

“When I returned to the family, the family head mentioned that the sky burial Yuan sacred clan is trying 

their best to find brother Yuan Dao! Not only did the sky-burier Yuan sacred clan mobilize their entire 

clan, but they even contacted all their allies to search for him together!” 

The first sacred ancestor squinted his eyes. The smile on his face was still there, but there was a hint of 

daggers hidden in his smile. 

“Looking for me?” 

Chen Xiaobei was controlling the origin Dao divine ancestor. His expression and attitude were calm, 

without any sign of fear or guilt. 

Chen Xiaobei had already guessed the real reason behind this! 

When Chen Xiaobei was controlling the origin Dao divine ancestor, he had met the Grand Elder of the 

Western core Elder Council, divine ancestor bi you, at the origin of the sky-burier Yuan sacred clan! 

Back then, in order to escape, Chen Xiaobei had controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and told him 

that he had sensed the summoning of a Supreme opportunity. 

Thus, the abyssal Jade Saint ancestor left the independent space with his people and waited for the 

origin Dao Saint ancestor outside. 

When Chen Xiaobei left the ten thousand secret realms, the Holy elder must have gone into the 

independent space to check on him. 

After confirming that the origin Dao divine ancestor had disappeared, divine ancestor abyssal would 

definitely report this to the Saint burial Supreme divine ancestor, which led to the current situation! The 

sky burial Yuan sacred clan and all their allies were searching for the origin Dao divine ancestor! 



 old brother Yuandao, we’re old friends. There’s no need to play dumb in front of me!  

The first sacred ancestor narrowed his eyes and sneered, ” “Did you break any clan rules? To me, this is 

not a big deal. As long as you give me some hush money, I’ll pretend you never appeared!” 

With that said, the trickery behind the first offering to the sacred ancestor was revealed. 

This guy had not come. He must have been at home calculating the situation of the origin Dao divine 

ancestor, guessing that the origin Dao divine ancestor had broken the clan rules and was being hunted 

by the entire clan. Thus, he wanted to blackmail the origin Dao divine ancestor for hush money. 

After all, helping the sky burial origin sacred clan find the origin Dao divine ancestor might not bring 

them much benefits. 

However, if they were to collect hush money, they would earn a lot from the first offering to the sacred 

ancestor. 

“How much do you want?” Chen Xiaobei asked the origin Dao divine ancestor calmly. 

“Not much!” 

The first sacred ancestor smiled greedily and said, ” “It’s just two portions of mid-stage five-star divine 

ancestor’s energy! As long as you pay me, I promise to keep my mouth shut. I will never reveal your 

whereabouts, even if you beat me to death!” 

This was really a lion’s mouth! 

The hush money alone was enough to get back all the energy that Chen Xiaobei had just received! 

This sacred ancestor priestess was really greedy! 

Unfortunately, he was wrong about the general direction of the whole thing. How could he possibly 

blackmail Chen Xiaobei? 

“You can tell my race my whereabouts!” 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and said, ” “I can guarantee that you will regret 

this!” 

 this …  the sacred ancestor priestess was stunned. Her expression became complicated. 

The origin Dao divine ancestor was very calm and even very domineering, as if everything was under his 

control. 

This made the sacred ancestor priestess feel a little guilty. 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and sneered, ”  why don’t you use your brain and 

think about it? if I had only broken the clan rules, my clan could have just sent a few high-level elders to 

find me. Why would we need to make such a big fuss?!  

 this …  sacred ancestor first sacrifice was stunned. His expression immediately turned ugly. 



 to tell you the truth, I’ve encountered a great opportunity. Now, my clan values me highly. If you don’t 

believe me, you can contact the sacred ancestor of the netherworld Jade clan now. She can tell you the 

truth!  

Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and said, ”  of course, I’m not sure how holy 

ancestor abyssal Jade will treat you if she knows that you blackmailed me just now. Will she turn you 

into ashes like how you killed the two guard dogs? ” 

“This … This, this, this …” 

When the first offering sacred ancestor heard this, he was dumbfounded, ” “Saint … Saint ancestor 

abyssal Jade? She’s the absolute ruler of the sky burial Yuan sacred clan’s Western Territory … She … She 

can kill me with a single thought!” 

It was obvious that the sacred ancestor priestess had killed the two watchdogs as easily as she had killed 

two ants. 

If sacred ancestor abyssal green attacked sacred ancestor priestess at this moment, it would definitely 

be much easier than killing two ants. 

There was no suspense! 

 elder brother … I think this is a complete misunderstanding …  

Clearly, the first sacred ancestor had died. 

Under such circumstances, although the first offering divine ancestor did not dare to believe the words 

of the origin Dao divine ancestor, he did not dare to gamble with his life. 

 misunderstanding?!  

Chen Xiaobei chuckled. He controlled the origin divine ancestor and said coldly, ” “Whether it’s a 

misunderstanding or not, it’s not up to you to decide. I’ll naturally report everything to the higher-ups in 

detail later! Let the higher-ups of my race judge!” 

“This …” 

The first sacrifice divine ancestor was dumbfounded. He had thought that he could threaten the origin 

Dao divine ancestor and blackmail him for hush money, but he had never expected that the origin Dao 

divine ancestor was not afraid at all and even took the initiative to report the matter. 

This was really a case of being too smart for his own good, shooting himself in the foot! 

“Brother! We’re friends … Can’t you give me a chance?” The first sacred ancestor asked in fear. 

“It’s not impossible!” Chen Xiaobei chuckled and controlled the divine ancestor.  “That will depend on 

how much you are willing to pay to keep your mouth shut!” 

“What!” When first offering sacred ancestor heard this, his face instantly turned green. 
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When the words ” hush money ” came out of the origin Dao divine ancestor’s mouth, first sacrifice’s 

face turned green. 

He felt as if he had been slapped in the face so hard that his face was really broken. 

Just a moment ago, he had wanted to threaten the sacred ancestor for hush money. 

At this moment, he had to pay the hush money. 

At that moment, sacred ancestor first sacrifice was so depressed that he wanted to vomit blood, but he 

was helpless. 

“Brother, how many do you want?” 

The first sacred ancestor asked in a humble manner. 

Chen Xiaobei sneered and controlled the origin divine ancestor to raise two fingers. 

The hush money offered by the first sacred ancestor was two portions of the mid-level five-star sacred 

ancestor’s energy. 

Therefore, when the origin Dao divine ancestor extended two fingers, the first offering divine ancestor 

naturally thought that the origin Dao divine ancestor had proposed the same amount of hush money. 

The first sacred ancestor wanted to bargain, so he said, ”  brother, two mid-level five-star divine 

ancestor’s energy is too much … After all, we’re friends. Can you be magnanimous and accept less?!  

“Heh, don’t give me that!” 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and said coldly, ” “Just now, when you were 

blackmailing me, why didn’t you consider that we are friends? Moreover, I don’t want just two portions 

of energy, but two hundred!” 

“What?” 

When the first sacrificer sacred ancestor heard this, he was dumbfounded. His scalp went numb and he 

couldn’t believe his ears. 

Originally, the first sacred ancestor had thought that using two portions of the invisible sacred 

ancestor’s mid-stage energy as hush money was already an exorbitant price! 

He had never expected that the origin Dao divine ancestor would ask for 200 portions of energy of this 

level as a hush money! This simply crushed the three views of the sacred ancestor priestess in an 

instant! He had a whole new understanding of how greedy people were! 

“Brother, are you joking with me?” 

The first sacred ancestor swallowed and said, ”  the wealth of my entire family might not even reach two 

hundred portions of mid-stage five-star divine ancestor’s energy … Where am I going to get so much 

energy for you?!  

Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and said, ” “Where you get it is your business! I’ll 

give you half a day. If you can’t give me the energy I want before dawn tomorrow, I’ll bring Saint 



ancestor abyssal to your family! As for the consequences, you should think about it yourself. I won’t say 

much!” 

 this … This this this …  the sacred ancestor priestess’s face contorted. She wanted to cry but had no 

tears. 

The key was that the origin Dao divine ancestor’s backer was too terrifying. 

Who could stand the mention of Saint ancestor abyssal? 

One had to know that with the status of Saint ancestor abyssal Jade, even the Supreme Saint ancestor of 

the Holy Shi clan had to show her some respect. 

The family that offered sacrifices to the sacred ancestor was only a middle-level family. 

If they really angered the abyssal Jade Saint ancestor, their entire family would be annihilated. 

It wouldn’t be an exaggeration to say that with a wave of her hand, the entire abyssal Jade Saint 

ancestor’s family would be wiped off the face of the earth, leaving no trace behind! 

At the thought of this, sacred ancestor first sacrifice was afraid to the bone. 

His intestines were really green with regret. 

If the heavens could give him another chance, he definitely wouldn’t dare to extort the origin Dao divine 

ancestor again. He would even worship the origin Dao divine ancestor like his great grandfather. 

“Brother … I was wrong … I really know my mistake! I beg you to give me a chance … From now on, I’m 

Yours! I’ll do whatever you want me to do! I beg you to have mercy!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s offer was way beyond what the family could afford. 

If they really paid this hush money, the family that first offered sacrifices to the sacred ancestor would 

not only go bankrupt, but they would also have to bear a huge debt, and the entire family might start to 

go downhill. The consequences would be unimaginable! 

Therefore, at this moment, the first sacred ancestor sacrifice could not care about dignity and face. 

He knelt on the ground and begged. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had no intention of accepting his plea. 

It was not that Chen Xiaobei did not want to take in a five-star divine ancestor-level loyal dog. 

The main reason was that Chen Xiaobei’s divine path of the soul and the red crossing Holy Lotus’s 

abilities were not high enough. He could not actually control the first offering to the divine ancestor. 

Therefore, a verbal surrender was meaningless to Chen Xiaobei. There was even the risk of a story like 

the farmer and the snake, and he might be bitten by the sacred ancestor. 

“No!” 



Chen Xiaobei took control of the origin Dao divine ancestor and refused.  “I’ve already made my 

decision, and I can’t change it! Either you pay up by tomorrow morning, or you’ll have to wait for the 

arrival of the netherjade Saint ancestor!” 

 I …  sacred ancestor priestess ‘tears flowed. 

To him and his family, they were in a dead end. 

They would either die from bankruptcy or debts, or they would die from the anger of the abyssal Jade 

Saint ancestor. 

If they couldn’t break out of this situation, they would be doomed eternally. 

“Swish!” 

After all, the first offering to the sacred ancestor was a person who had seen great storms! 

At this moment of life and death, he decisively made the decision to forcibly break out of the situation! 

“Whoosh …” 

As he stood up, a vast amount of Saint Origin Energy enveloped the entire space as if the sky was falling 

and the earth was collapsing. 

Not good! 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

An ominous premonition arose spontaneously. 

As the saying goes, even a rabbit will bite when it’s anxious! 

Furthermore, the sacred ancestor priestess was a formidable character! 

Obviously, the priestess was forced into a corner by Chen Xiaobei. He did not want to sit still and wait 

for his death, so he could only fight back! 

To Chen Xiaobei, this was a very serious variable. 

This was because Chen Xiaobei did not have the ability to defeat the five-star divine ancestor. If a 

conflict broke out, Chen Xiaobei would definitely lose! He would definitely die! 

This way, the situation was instantly reversed. Originally, it was the sacred ancestor priestess who 

needed to break the situation. 

Now, it was Chen Xiaobei who needed to break out of this situation! 

Otherwise, it would be a dead end! 

 what do you want to do?!  

In a moment of desperation, Chen Xiaobei could only control the origin Dao divine ancestor to stall for 

time and try to find a way out of this situation. 

 what am I doing?!  



The first sacred ancestor’s eyes were ruthless, and his lips curled into a sinister smile.  “Aren’t you just 

asking the obvious? I can’t afford to pay the hush money you want, so I can only choose to kill you!” 

“Do you know what will happen to you and your family if you kill me?” Chen Xiaobei controlled the 

origin Dao divine ancestor and questioned him. 

“Of course I know! But …” 

The first sacred ancestor laughed and changed the topic, ”  no one will know that I killed you. It won’t 

affect me and my family, right? ” 

 who said no one knows!?  

 I’ve already used the communication rune to contact the netherworld divine ancestor! She’ll be here in 

a moment!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Heh, you’re really good at bragging!” 

“I activated the sealing formation of the auction house before I came in, so I can’t contact the outside 

world with the communication runes!” The first sacred ancestor sneered in disdain. 

“Die! Idiot!” 
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 “Boom boom boom …” 

In the blink of an eye, the first sacred ancestor sacrifice launched an extremely terrifying attack. 

The vast explosion of Saint Origin Energy was like the flames of the universe, burning everything around 

it. The entire study room was reduced to nothingness. 

Even the surrounding laws started to burn, forming blazing fire chains that covered the origin Dao divine 

ancestor like an inescapable net. 

“So strong …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s heart clenched as he admired the power of the five-star divine ancestor. 

 that was really terrifying. 

“Yuan Dao! You forced me to do this! You must be regretting it now, right? This is the price you have to 

pay for forcing me! I’ll make you die with endless regret! Hahaha …” 

Sacred ancestor first sacrifice laughed arrogantly. 

In an instant, surging killing intent exploded from his body and pressed down. He wouldn’t give the 

origin Dao divine ancestor any chance to escape or even beg for mercy. 

“Whoosh …” 

The scorching heat wave filled every corner of the surroundings! 
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Even before the power landed, the terrifying heat alone was enough to burn an origin Dao divine 

ancestor’s body! 

At that moment, the first sacred ancestor was certain that he would win. 

After all, his cultivation base was countless times stronger than an origin Dao divine ancestor’s! They 

were simply not on the same level! 

“Swish!” 

However, Chen Xiaobei would not just sit back and wait for death. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei did not have a way to defeat the first sacrificer of the sacred ancestor, he 

could at least keep his life and not be killed instantly! 

The next moment, a set of black armor appeared on the origin Dao divine ancestor’s body! 

The edges of the armor were sharp and it was overbearing. At the same time, it gave off a vast, ancient, 

and Supreme aura! 

There was no mistake! 

This battle armor was the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor! 

Although the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor’s grade wasn’t high, its protective ability didn’t have a 

grade limit! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei then injected a portion of five star divine ancestor’s energy into the armor! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Then, the terrifying power of the first sacred ancestor ritual directly hit the origin Dao sacred ancestor! 

At the same time, the ten thousand DAOs Saint Emperor armor burned all its energy and directly 

activated the protective ability of an early stage five star divine ancestor! 

“Bang …” 

A loud sound that shook the entire space was heard. 

The power of the first offering to the divine ancestor seemed to have hit an indestructible iron wall. The 

originally vast and unparalleled power was completely offset, and not even a hair of the origin Dao 

divine ancestor was hurt!” 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Sacred ancestor first sacrifice was dumbfounded when he saw this. 

Just a second ago, he had thought that victory was in his hands. Now, he was slapped in the face by the 

cruel reality. 

Not only did he not win, but he also did not even hurt the origin Dao divine ancestor. 



This face slap was simply too loud. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not answer. Instead, he injected 10 five-star divine ancestor early-stage energy into the 

armor. 

Chen Xiaobei was able to protect himself all thanks to the first sacrificer of the sacred ancestor. 

If this guy had not just given Chen Xiaobei two portions of five-star divine ancestor mid-stage energy, 

Chen Xiaobei would not have been able to activate the myriad DAOs divine Emperor armor’s five-star 

divine ancestor-level master-protecting ability. 

The energy in Chen Xiaobei’s hand was enough for him to activate the protection ability two trillion 

times. 

It was not an overstatement to say that with the first sacrificer’s cultivation, he would not be able to 

hurt Chen Xiaobei and the origin Dao divine ancestor. 

However, this did not mean that Chen Xiaobei could sit back and relax! 

“Your armor is too strange! The level was obviously not high, but the quality was frighteningly high! I 

feel like it’s even higher than the Supreme sacred ancestor level …” 

First sacrifice sacred ancestor was dumbfounded. He shook his head in shock and denied, ” “No! That 

was impossible! The Supreme Saint ancestor level was the highest level in the world! This armor of yours 

should be at the level of a Supreme sacred ancestor, just that its aura is stronger! Hmm … That should 

be the case …” 

Obviously, the first sacred ancestor’s feeling was right. The ten thousand DAOs Saint Emperor armor’s 

quality was Supreme, and it was indeed above the Supreme sacred ancestor. 

However, in the consciousness of the first sacred ancestor, the Supreme sacred ancestor was the 

highest, and there was no higher existence! 

This was why the Holy ancestor priestess forcefully made the myriad DAOs Holy Emperor Yi the Supreme 

holy ancestor! 

“Even so, you still have to die!” 

The first offering to the sacred ancestor was also a person who had seen great storms and waves. This 

change was not enough to cause him to panic. 

This was exactly what Chen Xiaobei was worried about. 

The current situation was still a dead end for Chen Xiaobei. 

“From your expression, you should know why you are going to die, right?” 

The first sacred ancestor narrowed his eyes. He had already thought of a way. 



“Although your armor is powerful, you don’t have enough energy in your hands!” As long as I invite our 

family head over, he can attack with the power of a six-star divine ancestor and break through your 

armor and kill you on the spot!” 

There was no mistake! 

Although the ten thousand DAOs Saint Emperor armor’s ability to protect its master was powerful, it 

consumed a lot of energy! 

The sacred ancestor priestess had the support of his family and many experts! 

In fact, the first offering to the divine ancestor did not even need to ask his family leader to come. They 

only needed to find a five-star divine ancestor mid-stage powerhouse and use the power twice in a row 

to kill Chen Xiaobei! 

This was because, after the previous consumption, the energy in Chen Xiaobei’s hand could only be used 

to activate the intermediate five-star divine ancestor’s protective ability once more! 

Once the energy was depleted, Chen Xiaobei would be like a fish on the chopping block. Other than 

being at the mercy of others, there was no way out for him! 

“……” 

Chen Xiaobei had nothing to say in the face of the sacred ancestor’s threat! 

This was because a great enmity had already been formed. No matter what, the first offering to the 

sacred ancestor would not waver in his determination to kill! 

“Just you wait! I’ll go and invite our family head! Hahaha …” 

Sacred ancestor first sacrifice grinned and was about to fly out of the seal’s range. 

This sealing array was at the level of a six-star sacred ancestor. It had been personally set up by the 

family head of the first sacrificer sacred ancestor family. 

Chen Xiaobei did not have the ability to break the formation. 

That was why the first sacrificer could leave without worrying about Chen Xiaobei. 

“Whoosh …” 

However, just as the sacred ancestor priestess was about to leave, a figure suddenly descended from 

the sky. 

It was an old man with white hair and a white beard. He stepped on the Holy Light and traveled a 

hundred miles with one step. In an instant, he came to the scene from the sky. 

Moreover, the surrounding six-star divine ancestor level array could not stop this elder at all. 

“Chi …” 

As if he was passing through a layer of water, the elder gently passed through the array’s energy layer 

and arrived in front of the sacred ancestor priestess. 


